OFFRE D’EMPLOI – CDI
FINE WINE MANAGER SENIOR (H/F)

Domaine Laroche is directly linked to the history of Chablis.
Domaine Laroche owns 90 hectares of vineyard situated amongst the best crus.
Its headquarters, the Obédiencerie of Chablis, reveals a heritage dating back from the Middle
Ages when the Canons of Saint Martin of Tours were making wine. Saint Martin’s relics were
hidden in the Obédiencerie for a decade. This exceptional testimony is very much alive:
Domaine laroche still elaborates and ages its Premiers and Grands Crus in these historical
cellars.
Its wines are a testimony of 1000 years of history!
Laroche also owns Mas la Chevalière in the Languedoc region with 40 hectares of two
particularly unique terroirs: Roqua Blanca dedicated to red varieties and Peyroli for the
Chardonnay.
The Laroche philosophy is based on a very special care of the terroirs in order for each of
them to express its own particular characteristics in the glass. The importance of the
ecological balance is crucial to maintain the vineyard heritage and to favour its durability. The
respect of the soil, of the vine workers and of the environment are Laroche major
commitments.

We are looking for a Senior Fine Wine Manager, an expert in wine with a solid commercial
experience of at least 7 years, ideally in the catering industry, sommelier experienced.
Somebody, totally bilingual who is seeking a long term commitment in the brand
development.

You will have to:
 Assist the sales development, especially of our premiers and grands crus : collect and
analyze the market information, identify the development positions, take part in the
strategic directions.
 Assist the marketing department in the setup of actions: to be creative, share the field
experience.
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 Represent Laroche and its estates: organization of market events, winemaker diners,
exhibitions, wine tours and receptions on our Domains in Chablis and in the
Languedoc.
 Contribute to the training of both our team and our importers and distributors teams.

Required expertise :








Knowledge of the wines of Burgundy and Chablis
Bilingual French/ English. German or Spanish would be appreciated.
Dynamic, autonomous, meticulous, skillful, organized and reactive.
Rhetorical ease
Smart appearence
Acute sense for customers relations
Team spirit

Job location



80% on the markets
Regular presence in the Chablis headquarters

Contact
Applications and curriculum vitae to be sent to: advini-943@candidatus.com
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